Part 2- Regular Monthly Meeting
Carl Ott
12:24 PM
~12:20 - Meeting restarted with regular DPRG monthly meeting
keep
Pin message
Ray Casler
12:29 PM
Are we keeping google meetup?
Arun Raghu
12:34 PM
can we use Discord for general purpose chat?
Carl Ott
12:34 PM
I'll ask
keep
Pin message
Carl Ott
12:35 PM
Arun - I believe the answer is yes - that's the idea - general purpose / specific discussions - basically DPRG's Discord will offer more modern and real time interaction to complement those who still want to use email
keep
Pin message
can y'all hear the audience discussion? I'm having a hard time to get you good audio
keep
Pin message
Carl Ott
12:37 PM
Ray - I believe we'll keep using Google Meet - but it may change from my personal DMS account & invite to one a shared DPRG Google Workspace account
keep
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Carl Ott
12:40 PM
Everybody in this room can expect an invite from Discord
keep
Pin message
Arun Raghu
12:42 PM
sounds good. 👍
Carl Ott
12:46 PM
Doug described a time of flight sensor (now discontinued) that gave a different range based on color of target!
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Ray Casler
12:48 PM
Doug did you use duck brand tape??
Carl Ott
12:50 PM
Ray - his more reddish one was from Home Depot - but the bottom / brighter orange one was Duck Tape
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Carl Ott
12:51 PM
~12:50pm - Eric showed his Lego platform with Mecanum wheels, a Windows computer and a C# port of OpenCV with some kind of depth sensing mechanism
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Carl Ott
1:02 PM

~11:58pm - Doug P showed the current state of his 2016 Club Robot platform
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Carl Ott
1:15 PM

~1:15PM Paul showed Pi Dog
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Pat C
1:26 PM
Thanks for a great meeting!
Ray Casler
1:26 PM
Thank you!
Arun Raghu
1:26 PM